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Description: Provides an overview of laminated strand lumber (LSL), including the manufacturing 
process, its cost-effective applications, ease of installation, and design and performance criteria.
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Upon completing this course, you will be able to:

• Explain the material and resource efficiency of engineered wood products (EWPs), 
and discuss why they represent the future of structural wood products 

• Discuss the life cycle assessment rankings of wood, and discern how and why EWPs 
can help meet our construction needs into the 21st century 

• Compare laminated strand lumber (LSL) to its traditional and other structural 
composite lumber counterparts in beam and header, wall framing, stair stringer, 
and rim board applications, including criteria such as performance capabilities, 
cost effectiveness, value engineering, and ease of installation

• Explain the manufacturing process of LSL, and discuss the process in terms of its 
energy efficiency and utilization of wood 

• Discuss the features and benefits of using LSL, and identify how the product is used 
as a whole house structural framing member

Learning Objectives
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What Are Engineered Wood Products (EWPs)?
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Before we can talk about laminated strand lumber, or LSL, it is important to 
understand the product category it lives in—engineered wood.  

Engineered wood products (EWPs) are the result of the application of materials science 
and engineering technology to the process of optimum utilization of wood fibers and 
wood components. 

Most builders are more than familiar with the frustrations of using traditional lumber: 
from flaws like knots and splits, to performance issues like cupping, warping and 
shrinking, to supply issues like the limited availability of longer lengths. Traditional 
lumber has always come with its share of headaches and drawbacks.

Introduction to EWPs  
What Are Engineered Wood Products (EWPs)?
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The shortcomings (as identified on the previous slide) of using traditional lumber can 
create real problems in key building design areas such as roof and floor support, wall 
framing, rim board, door and window headers, stair stringers, and truss chords. 
Strength, length, straightness, and consistency are essential in these applications, 
while they are the very characteristics that traditional lumber often lacks. 

The consequences of having to accommodate for these shortcomings are wide ranging. 
Architects and Designers must limit their design concepts due to materials-based 
restrictions on floor, ceiling, and roof sizes. 

In addition, building crews and lumber yards spend hours culling lumber on the job 
site, with material going to waste. Still more time is spent nailing pieces of lumber 
together to “build up” beams with the required strength for door, window, and garage 
door headers. 

Introduction to EWPs
What Are Engineered Wood Products (EWPs)?
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Next, there’s every builder’s nightmare: callbacks. Walls that bow, twist, or warp can 
cause drywall cracks, kitchen cabinets and countertops to gap and separate from a 
wall, and bath tiles to crack. Add up the time and money lost to these issues, and 
you’ve found the hidden costs of using traditional lumber. 

EWPs were designed to solve many of these problems and are designed to be used as 
alternatives to conventional softwood dimension lumber in markets where structural 
applications predominate.

EWPs have played a significant part in building material’s innovation over the last 
three decades; forest resources that provide large sections and long lengths of lumber 
are less available. 

Introduction to EWPs
What Are Engineered Wood Products (EWPs)?
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LSL vs. Traditional Lumber Video
LSL Performance Properties
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EWPs can be used most anywhere traditional 
lumber is used for light commercial, industrial, 
residential and multi-family dwellings. Some
typical applications include:

• ridge beams

• hip and valley rafters

• floor joist and beams

• window and door headers

• garage door headers

• tall wall and targeted wall framing

• truss chords

• stair stringers

• rim board

Applications 
What Are Engineered Wood Products (EWPs)?

floors

roofs

walls
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EWPs include, to name a few:

• I-Joists

• laminated veneer lumber (LVL)

• laminated strand lumber (LSL)

• oriented strand board (OSB)

• glued laminated timber (Glulam)

• plywood

The focus of this presentation is on LSL. 

Applications 
What Are Engineered Wood Products (EWPs)?

floors

roofs

walls
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Why use EWPs?

• Straighter and more uniform in strength, 
stiffness and size than traditional lumber

• Resist warping, twisting, bowing and 
crowning

• Greater design flexibility than lumber

• Provide a viable alternative to traditional 
lumber 

• Designed for superior performance

• Ease of installation 

• Most of today’s manufacturers provide 
design and specification software tools to 
help enhance in-house design capabilities

• Better use of timber resources

Why Use EWPs? 
What Are Engineered Wood Products (EWPs)?
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EWPs and the Environment
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Today’s designer has more choices 
regarding material selection that are 
less destructive to the environment. 
Among those choices is the use of   
EWPs, which are produced from easily 
renewable, second growth trees,   
usually aspen or poplar. 

EWPs and the Environment 
EWPs and the Environment

Key Points to Remember

• Energy-Efficient – Engineered wood 
products are more energy-efficient in use than 
steel and take less energy to produce.

• Better Air Quality – As they grow, trees clean 
the air by converting carbon dioxide into 
oxygen.

• Renewable – Engineered wood products are 
made from wood, which is a renewable 
natural resource.

• Plentiful Resources – Engineered wood 
products can be manufactured from fast-
growing and under-utilized trees.

• Less Waste – Because engineered wood 
products eliminate splits, knots and twists 
found in traditional lumber, there is less waste. 
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EWPs are a natural choice because they have 
built-in environmental qualities:

• Engineered wood can be designed to meet 
application-specific performance 
requirements

• Large panels of engineered wood may be 
manufactured from fibers of small diameter 
trees

• Smaller pieces of wood, and wood that has 
defects, can be used in the manufacture of 
many EWPs

Built-In Environmental Qualities 
EWPs and the Environment
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In addition to efficient fiber utilization, wood
products also offer more product for less 
energy. Here is a comparison of the amount of 
energy it takes to produce one ton of cement, 
glass, steel, or aluminum to one ton of wood:

• 5 times more energy for one ton of cement 

• 14 times more energy for one ton of glass 

• 24 times more energy for one ton of steel 

• 126 times more energy for one ton of aluminum 

Wood products make up 47% of all industrial
raw materials manufactured in the United 
States, yet consume only 4% of the total energy
needed to manufacture all industrial raw
materials. Wood’s manufacturing process alone 
makes it the environmentally friendly choice in
building materials.

Energy Efficiency 
EWPs and the Environment

Source: “Engineered Wood and the Environment: Facts & Figures.” ©2011 APA . The Engineered Wood Association. 
http://www.apawood.org/level_b.cfm?content=srv_env_facts Accessed July, 2011.
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Most engineered wood manufacturers use 
certified forest management and procurement 
systems, which help to ensure the harvested 
wood comes from well-managed forests.  

Through these programs, private forest owners 
ensure that quality land management, 
including intensive reforestation efforts, will 
keep their business going in the future. 
According to the APA, “...if demand for wood 
falls off, private landowners might replace the 
forests with a crop in higher demand, reducing 
the environmental benefits a growing forest 
produces in our ecosystem.”1

Demand for wood products keeps our forests 
growing; it does not eliminate them.

Certified Forest Management 
EWPs and the Environment

1Source: “Wood: Sustainable Building Solutions.” APA - The Engineered Wood Association. http://www.g-lumber.com/pdf/APA_Green_Building_Brocure.pdf
Accessed July, 2011.
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The good old days !
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Also, the traditional strong, dense species of tree that were readily available in past 
years like oak, southern pine, and Douglas fir are being replaced by less dense species 
like spruce, European whitewoods, and aspen. These nice looking timbers are light in 
color, light in weight and stable, but they do not have the strength and stiffness of the 
old timbers.

LSL, like other engineered wood products, can provide a solution to this problem. They 
can be made from less expensive and readily available underutilized timber. The 
structural properties of LSL can be controlled to provide dependable, consistent 
performance.

Using LSL is an excellent way to maximize the wood fiber resources that are readily 
available, allowing for a cost-effective product that is capable of meeting our 
construction needs into the 21st century. 

LSL and Today’s Construction Industry
What Is Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL)?
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Old Growth
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Today’s growth
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What Is Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL)?
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To follow the overview of EWPs, this section of the presentation takes a closer look at 
one of the specific EWP building materials—laminated strand lumber (LSL).  

LSL offers a whole-house structural framing solution. For builders, it is an ideal 
alternative building material to lumber because it is easy to install, is designed to 
carry greater loads than traditional lumber, and can span longer and farther—perfect 
for open spaces in modern architecture. LSL is manufactured to be consistently straight 
and true. The steam injection press used in the process gives it more consistent 
moisture content than lumber, which helps keep it from twisting, warping and 
shrinking. 

Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL) 
What Is Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL)?
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LSL, simply defined, is an engineered wood product used primarily as an alternative to 
traditional lumber and other engineered wood products like laminated veneer lumber 
(LVL) and glulam. Similar to LVL and other structural composite lumber products, LSL is 
an ideal structural solution for beams and headers. LSL fits the niche where LVL might 
be overkill (this is discussed later in the presentation).  

LSL: An Overview 
What Is Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL)?

Truss Chords

Wall Framing

Stair Stringers
Rim Board

Headers

Floor Beams

Roof Framing

Columns
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LSL is suitable for a wide variety of residential construction applications. Its greater 
strength properties outperform traditional lumber when used as: headers and beams, 
wall stud applications, roof beams and rafters, truss chords, rim board, and stair 
stringers. Each application is discussed in greater detail throughout the course. 

LSL: An Overview 
What Is Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL)?
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LSL is made from a mixture of aspen and maple hardwoods that are harvested from 
sustainably managed sources. This mix of woods has proven to produce higher strength 
LSL; consult individual manufacturers for specific research results.

The manufacturing process of LSL begins similarly to that of the oriented strand board 
(OSB) process in which the whole log, excluding the bark, is processed through the 
rotating knives of a stranding machine. Out-of-spec strands are screened out and used 
as fuel for the production process. 

LSL uses 8” to 10” strands, rather than the
shorter 3” to 6” strands used in OSB. The 
longer length strands run parallel to the 
finished product’s length. This orientation is 
the key to its strength. 

What Is LSL and How Is It Made? 
What Is Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL)?
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The strands are bonded together using a waterproof, 
urea-formaldehyde free adhesive which is sprayed onto 
the strands as they tumble inside a rotating drum.

LSL panels are formed when the resins are cured with 
steam and pressure in a stationary steam injection press. 
The dryer and press remove moisture, producing an even 
density gradient all the way through the panels; this 
results in creating a panel with greater resistance to 
warping, twisting, shrinking, and bowing. Because 
moisture levels are carefully controlled throughout the 
manufacturing process, LSL has a 7%–10% moisture 
content, a similar level to the naturally occurring moisture 
equilibrium inside a home.

The LSL panels, sometimes called billets, are cut to size 
and tested before receiving a protective end or edge seal. 

Panel Production 
What Is Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL)?
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The LSL manufacturing process is fairly innovative with its steam injection process. 

(See next slide for an illustration corresponding to the points listed below.)

1. The logs come in from the log pond.

2. The logs go through the metal detector.

3. The bark is stripped from the logs through the de-barker.

4. The logs go through the strander where rotating knives turn the logs into flakes.

5. Before going through the screens, the flakes are put into a green holding bin. 

6. The screening process essentially removes any shorter flakes that will not go into 
the finished product. The flakes that are screened out go back into the 
manufacturing process as fuel.

7. Once screened, the flakes go through the dryer.

8. The billets are formed in the steam injection press. 

9. The billets are cut, bundled, packaged, and shipped.

Manufacturing Process 
What Is Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL)?
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Manufacturing Process Video 
What Is Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL)?
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Manufacturing Process 
What Is Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL)?
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Manufacturing Process 
What Is Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL)?
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The construction industry, like most industries, 
is in a state of change.

Design requirements, particularly connections 
and integration, have become more stringent. 
This results in the need for better performing 
products and buildings, especially in hurricane 
prone areas, and seismic and high wind 
applications.

Prefabricated components—trusses, wall panels 
and stairs, for example—are built under strict 
quality control procedures for strength and 
accuracy, superior to that of conventional 
framing. Prefabricated panels are more true, 
and therefore drywall is flatter and more 
consistent.

LSL and Today’s Construction Industry
What Is Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL)?
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Builders are able to maintain and even improve the quality of their homes because 
durable, strong, consistent quality framing materials, like LSL, are in the marketplace. 

In some respects, traditional lumber is the exception and has not kept up with the 
requirements for better performance. Old growth trees are not typically available 
anymore, and the days of being able to select clear, straight boards have given way to 
less than perfect material with knots, splits, and checks, to say nothing of the 
dimensional worries such as twist, crook, and wane.

LSL and Today’s Construction Industry
What Is Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL)?
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Where Is LSL Used?
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LSL is virtually a whole-house structural framing member that can be used most 
anywhere you would use traditional lumber or other EWPs. Available in a wide range of 
depths, thicknesses, lengths, and grades, LSL is consistently straight and true.  

LSL offers load-bearing capacities that traditional lumber cannot match. The strongest 
LSL on the market is rated up to 1.75E. This makes it an ideal framing material for 
areas in which strength and precision are a vital design element. LSL is also a cost-
effective alternative to comparable LVL products.

LSL products can greatly reduce the need to build up beams and headers, and they 
offer ample support for cabinets and tiled walls. Because it is so strong and offered in 
such a variety of widths and lengths, LSL also provides tremendous design flexibility. 
Architects and designers can create larger rooms, knowing that they are no longer held 
back by the limitations of spans assembled with traditional lumber. 

Where Is LSL Used? 
Where Is LSL Used?
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Floor Beams

• Size for size, 1.75E LSL substitutes for 
1.9E LVL approximately 95% of the time 

• 3½” thickness allows one-piece construction 

• Higher strength than lumber results in longer 
spans that stay straight

• Cost-effective alternative to comparable LVL 
products

Applications 
Where Is LSL Used?
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SIMPLE-SPAN FLOOR JOISTS

Beam/Header

Joist

HangersBlocking or other approved 
method of restraint required

Floor Beam/Header 
Where Is LSL Used?

CONTINUOUS FLOOR JOISTS

Joist

Blocking Optional

Beam/Header
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Roof Framing

• 3½” thickness provides one-piece roof beam 
construction 

• Ideal for complex and contemporary roof 
rafters, hips, ridges and valleys 

• Higher strength than lumber results in longer 
rafter spans that stay straight

• Cost-effective alternative to comparable LVL 
products

• LSL is ideal for vaulted ceilings because it 
will not twist, cup, or warp like traditional 
lumber; it stays straight, helping to reduce 
the likelihood of drywall cracks and nail pops

Applications 
Where Is LSL Used?
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Door and Window Headers

• 3½” thickness provides one-piece header 
installation with no build-up required 

• Stays straight, reducing the likelihood of 
drywall cracking around window and door 
framing 

• Ideal in sliding glass door and specialty 
window header applications due to twisting 
and shrinking resistance, meaning less 
drywall cracking and fewer callbacks 

• Less prone to nail pops because it stays 
consistent

• Shallow headers allow for transoms and 
arched windows

Applications 
Where Is LSL Used?
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Garage Door Headers

• 3½” thickness provides one-piece header 
installation with no build-up required 

• Long lengths can allow continuous framing 
over garage return walls in high wind and 
seismic areas 

• True 3½” thickness compared to 3⅛” glulam

Applications 
Where Is LSL Used?
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Tall Wall and Targeted Wall Framing 

• Straight and true, with additional strength 
helping kitchen and bath cabinets stay level, 
countertops stay flush, and tile walls remain 
intact

• Matches traditional lumber sizes for easy 
integration into targeted wall framing

• Excellent for tall wall framing, typically in great 
rooms and foyers 

• Consistent and dimensionally stable for 
straighter walls

• Component of 1-hour fire rated wall assemblies 

Applications 
Where Is LSL Used?
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Typical Wall Framing
Where Is LSL Used?
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Rim Board

• High strength and low shrinkage make it ideal 
for high vertical and lateral wall load 
applications in multi-story construction 

• Ideal in seismic and high wind applications with 
greater fastener capacity than other products 

• Precision cut to match I-joist depths

• Eliminates the need for on-site ripping 

• 1-hour and 2-hour fire rated rim board 
assemblies for party walls and exterior walls

Applications 
Where Is LSL Used?
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Columns

• Higher load carrying capacity than lumber

• Per the National Design Specification for Lumber 
(NDS), solid columns carry 40% more than same 
size built-up columns

• Long lengths and stays straight

• Same product used for door/window headers 
(e.g. 3½” x 5½”) 

• Provides solid, continuous load path for hold-
downs in high wind areas

Applications 
Where Is LSL Used?
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Typical Connections
Where Is LSL Used?
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Truss Chords

• Excellent plate and nail-holding capability 

• Cost-effective alternative to comparable LVL 
products

• Does not split as easily as lumber and LVL 

• I-joist and lumber compatible depths ease 
transition to adjacent floor systems

• Well-suited for attic or girder applications

Applications 
Where Is LSL Used?
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Stair Stringers

• Long lengths allow for speed framing

• Less prone to splits, dog ears and tread 
support breakage 

• Resists shrinking and twisting, reducing the 
likelihood of squeaks

• Uniform consistency minimizes waste

• Use of LSL means no scabbing or 
reinforcement is required

Applications 
Where Is LSL Used?
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Stair Stringers
Where Is LSL Used?
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Minimize Building Movement


 LP LSL is manufactured drier than traditional lumber at 

approximately 6% MC


 Plate shrinkage is virtually eliminated

LSL Wall Plates – Minimizing Building Movement 
Where Is LSL Used?

LSL Top Wall Plates

LSL Bottom Wall Plates

Assume 5 story building

– Dries from 19% MC to 9% 
MC

– 9’ Stud height

3 plates x 1.5” thick x 0.002 factor x 10% MC Change

= 0.09” per Floor

5 Stories = 0.45”

104.625” stud x 0.00005 factor x 10% MC 
Change

= 0.05” per Floor

5 Stories = 0.26”
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LSL Wall Plates – Minimizing Building Movement 

• Wood shrink is based on % change in MC

• Shrink varies depending on grain direction

– Thickness is much greater than Length

– Eg:  Plates have 40x more shrink than studs

• Shrink is a function of thickness, depth, or height 

(more wood = more shrink)

Example of Allowance for building shrinkage

Thickness
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Lumber Joists and Band Board
• 2x10 Example

9-1/4 x 0.0025 factor x 
10% MC Change

= 0.23” per Floor

4 Stories = 0.93”
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• IRC 2012 

– 501.3 Fire Protection of Floors

– LSL as Floor Joists

LSL as Floor Joist
Where Is LSL Used?
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LSL Performance Properties
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LSL is available in several different grades (variations of stiffness properties), from 
1.3E to a 1.75E—the highest MOE on the market today.

What’s “MOE” All About?

When it comes to measuring structural strength, MOE stands for “modulus of 
elasticity.” Simply put, an E rating is the measure of a material’s stiffness—its ability 
to support a load and the amount of flex that supporting the load will produce. 

Determining the strength and flexibility of wood products is complicated, in no small 
part due to a variety of unique characteristics like grain, greenness, and moisture 
retention. Ultimately, however, a simple rule of thumb applies: the higher the E 
rating, the better the load-bearing capabilities of the material. 

Strength and Stiffness 
LSL Performance Properties
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Faster Installation

One piece of LSL is needed, compared to two 
pieces of traditional lumber (plus the filler), 
for window and door headers, reducing 
installation time.

Outperforms Lumber

LSL outperforms traditional lumber framing 
products specifically in categories pertaining to 
availability of length and consistency, in both 
performance and dimensional stability.

Usability and Performance
LSL Performance Properties
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Greater Design Flexibility

LSL retains a consistent and predictable 
performance, allowing architects, designers, 
engineers, and contractors to count on LSL for 
specific applications where traditional lumber 
just does not measure up. 

Greater Spans

Higher grades of LSL allow for longer spans, 
equaling and even exceeding span capabilities 
found in similar sizes of standard traditional 
lumber products. 

Predictable Performance

LSL has a uniform density which means 
consistency from framing member to framing 
member.

Usability and Performance 
LSL Performance Properties
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Manufacturing Innovations

LSL is produced to a finished moisture content 
of 7-10%, which is close to the EMC 
(equilibrium moisture content) of most homes.

Less Moisture

A product with less moisture has a greater 
resistance to warping, twisting, shrinking, and 
bowing. This means fewer builder callbacks.

No Culling

LSL is more consistent and straighter than 
lumber, so valuable time is not wasted picking 
through piece after piece. 

Usability and Performance 
LSL Performance Properties
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Compared to the process of harvesting of traditional lumber resources, raw material 
procurement for the manufacture of EWPs targets small, fast-growing trees. In the 
manufacturing process of EWPs, little or no part of the log goes to waste. Most 
manufacturers use only low-emitting, safe resins as a binder.

EWPs may be available in long lengths, thus reducing the number of pieces needed. 
This results in a more efficient utilization of resources.

In addition, use of EWPs in a construction project may help the project/building 
qualify for certification points in a number of today’s leading green building programs. 

Efficient Utilization of Wood Fiber
EWPs and the Environment
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• Lumber has a high moisture content—between 16% to 
19% or higher. It goes into the home wet, and over 
time, as it dries, it shrinks. As it shrinks, the lumber 
beam or header may pull away from walls and other 
members, which can mean after- installation 
callbacks.  

• LSL is manufactured through a state-of-the-art, 
single-opening steam injection press.  This innovative 
process produces a finished product that has a 
moisture content similar to the moisture content in 
most homes.   

• LSL is manufactured from a mixture of underutilized 
northern hardwoods, primarily aspen and maple. The 
end result is a product free from the natural defects 
of lumber that is durable and consistent. 

• Lumber comes with the imperfections and natural 
characteristics from the tree that is harvested, which 
means knots and inconsistencies. With less uniform 
density and more moisture, lumber can warp, twist, 
crown, and shrink. 

LSL vs. Traditional Lumber
LSL Performance Properties
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LSL vs. Traditional Lumber
LSL Performance Properties
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In addition to its greater performance over lumber, LSL is also a better alternative 
than LVL in many applications. 

LSL is typically a lower cost alternative to LVL and glulam beams, but as far as 
performance, it is has comparatively high strength/stiffness properties, depending on 
the grade, that make it more efficient, especially in floor systems. 

In residential applications, LVL can be
over-designed for the end use application—
that excess capacity doesn’t get used, 
but it’s paid for. LSL’s efficiency means 
that excess capacity can be translated 
into savings.

LSL vs. LVL 
LSL Performance Properties
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LVL is another material engineered for performance and durability. It is manufactured 
from ultrasonically graded veneers bonded with exterior-grade adhesives. With 
strengths as high as 1.9E and 2.0E, LVL is even stronger than LSL. But, as you might 
expect, LVL will often command a higher price than LSL. Since LSL is more than strong 
enough for most uses, the superior strength of LVL is often unnecessary and amounts to 
over-engineering in some applications. 

Given today’s fiercely competitive market, smart builders are value engineering by 
replacing LVL with LSL. A study was recently completed by an LSL manufacturer of 
support beam materials, reviewing more than 1,740 real-world floor beam calculations 
(from their own files). They determined that 1.75E LSL could have replaced 1.9E LVL in 
95% of the applications. That’s size-for-size replacement in 9½” , 11⅞” and 14” floor 
beams, 95% of the time. 

LSL vs. LVL
LSL Performance Properties
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The cost savings attained by switching to an LSL from an LVL will vary by the market 
and the types of houses built. “Working with your supplier to compare specific house 
plans will give you a more precise comparison,” says Allan Burk, National Market 
Development Manager for an LSL manufacturer.

A large production builder recently discovered that they could replace LVL with LSL 
size-for-size in all but five of their floor plans, saving from $100 to $300 per new home. 
That was based on LSL going for 10% less than the cost of LVL. In addition, LSL may be 
a money-saving replacement for glulam and other SCL products. 

These days, every builder is looking for ways to cut costs without cutting quality. LSL 
offers a cure for the costly headaches of traditional framing lumber and the high cost 
of over-engineering with LVL. 

LSL vs. LVL
LSL Performance Properties
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The advantages of LSL come mainly from its consistency and efficiency. Its uniform 
strength properties enhance its design values, allowing for wider spans and more 
efficient design in its existing end uses. Also, more efficient conversion technologies 
allow a higher product yield from the raw materials, an overall benefit for all EWPs. 

Advantages of Using LSL 
LSL Performance Properties
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The coefficient of variation is the most 
important thing to remember. With EWPs, the 
coefficient of variation decreases drastically 
for a more predictable performance, when 
compared to traditional lumber. 

Essentially, it is the practice of taking the tree 
apart, removing the defects and putting it back 
together again.  

It is this process that gives LSL its benefits over 
traditional lumber. 

Why Use LSL? 
LSL Performance Properties
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Summary and Resources
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LSL can solve the problems that are experienced 
when using traditional lumber, and solve these 
problems in a cost-effective manner. LSL can 
also provide strength and stability and provide a 
cost-effective alternative to LVL.

Since LSL is stronger and more dimensionally 
stable than traditional lumber, it has a greater 
load carrying capacity, which means beams and 
headers can help reduce structural issues that 
damage sliding glass doors and specialty 
windows. 

With the decreasing availability of quality 
traditional lumber, straight, long lengths and 
wide pieces of dimensional lumber are difficult 
to find and often come with a price premium. 
LSL comes in longer lengths and straighter 
pieces, making it an ideal solution for long 
spans. 

Course Summary 
Summary and Resources
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• LP® Building Products, www.lpcorp.com

• LP University, www.lpcorp.com/university/

• www.WhatisLSL.com

• The Engineered Wood Association, 
www.apawood.org

Additional Resources 
Summary and Resources
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Additional Resources 
Summary and Resources
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Conclusion of This Program

©2011 Louisiana-Pacific Corporation. 
The material contained in this course 

was researched, assembled, and 
produced by Louisiana-Pacific 

Corporation and remains its property. 
Questions or concerns about this 
course should be directed to the 

instructor.
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This concludes the: 

• American Institute of Architects

•Architectural Institute of British Columbia

• Engineering Institute of Canada

Continuing Education Systems Program

Laminated Strand Lumber – when strength, stiffness and 

straightness matter

LP Building Products

www.lpcorp.com

Questions/ Comments?


